A push-pull set of elastic strand stretch receptor neurons for the swimmeret in an isopod Bathynomus doederleini.
There coexist two types of neuronal terminal processes attaching to elastic strands at the socket of the swimmeret in Bathynomus doederleini. One of the processes, stretch receptor I is derived from the 1st nerve root of the abdominal ganglion. The other, stretch receptor II is derived from the 2nd nerve root of the ganglion. Both axons of stretch receptors are very thick (30-60 micro m) at sites before the terminal arborization. Cell bodies of the stretch receptors are located in the ganglion of their own segments. The neuronal cell body of the stretch receptor I is located at the anterior half of the hemiganglion ipsilateral to the periphery, and the neuronal cell body of the stretch receptor II at the posterior half of the hemiganglion contralateral to the periphery. Their signaling modalities in response to swimmeret movements were analyzed from intracellular recordings from the cell bodies. Stretch receptor I produced a sustained hyperpolarizing potential in response to protraction of the swimmeret. Stretch receptor II produced a sustained depolarizing potential in response to the protraction, and moreover, generated spike potentials on the rising phase of the depolarizing potential according to its height and steepness. Both the stretch receptors are a push-pull set of elastic strand stretch receptors for the angular position and velocity of swimmeret movements.